Join In And Play Learning To Get Along
Eventually, you will unquestionably discover a further experience and realization by spending more cash. nevertheless when? pull off you say you will that you require to get those all needs similar to having significantly
cash? Why dont you try to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will guide you to understand even more in this area the globe, experience, some places, like history, amusement, and a lot
more?
It is your definitely own become old to action reviewing habit. in the midst of guides you could enjoy now is Join In And Play Learning To Get Along below.

Know and Follow Rules - Cheri J. Meiners 2005-03-15
A child who can’t follow rules is a child who’s always in trouble. This book starts with simple reasons why
we have rules: to help us stay safe, learn, be fair, and get along. Then it presents just four basic rules:
“Listen,” “Best Work,” “Hands and Body to Myself,” and “Please and Thank You.” The focus throughout is
on the positive sense of pride that comes with learning to follow rules. Includes questions and activities
adults can use to reinforce the ideas and skills being taught.
Children's Transitions in Everyday Life and Institutions - Mariane Hedegaard 2019-01-24
Written by a team of international contributors and featuring case studies from a range of educational
settings in Australia, Denmark, Spain, Sweden, and the USA, this edited book is the first in the field of early
childhood and youth studies to draw on Vygotsky's cultural-historical theory to give insights into transitions
in childhood, what they are and how they are differently experienced. Transitions are explored holistically
so the chapters not only focus on the person transitioning but also the institutions in which the person is
transitioning from and to, with a focus on schools and daycare. The contributors look at how societal values
and policies impact these transitions and comparison are drawn between international settings. The book
includes chapters on expatriate families, immigrant children, home-school transitions, the role of play and
communities. Through interviews, case studies and the analysis of empirical material from fieldwork,
Children's Transitions in Everyday Life and Institutions reflects on the best ways to engage children so that
they may emerge as competent actors in their new settings and transition well.
The Culture of Child Care - Kay E. Sanders 2016-03-09
As societies are experiencing increasing levels of immigration from contexts outside of the Western,
industrialized world, child care programs are experiencing, simultaneously, increasing diversity in
enrollment. A question that has been raised by early childhood advocates and practitioners is whether the
former articulations regarding definitions of quality, models of relationships, and peer relations in the child
care context are accurate and relevant within the increasing racial, linguistic, and ethnic diversity of the
United States. The Culture of Child Care provides a much-needed integration of research pertaining to
crucial aspects of early childhood development-- attachment in non-familial contexts, peer relations among
ethnically and linguistically diverse children, and the developmental importance of child care contexts
during early childhood. This volume highlights the interconnections between these three distinct bodies of
research and crosses disciplinary boundaries by linking psychological and educational theories to the
improvement of young children's development and experiences within child care. The importance of
cultural diversity in early childhood is widely acknowledged and discussed, but up until now, there has been
little substantive work with a cultural focus on today's educational and early child care settings. This
innovative volume will be a unique resource for a wide range of early childhood professionals including
basic and applied developmental researchers, early childhood educators and advocates, and policymakers.
Children’s Learning in Early Childhood - Sean MacBlain 2021-03-03
Everything you need to know about Learning Theories in Early Childhood practice. This book explores the
key theorists and theories that form the foundation of learning and development in early childhood.
Building your own understanding and knowledge of children’s learning, it then helps you develop the skills
of translating theory into practice. How does this book support you? · The structure of the book mirrors
your student learning journey, to compliment your course and seminar reading. · Parts 1 and 2 help you
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develop your reflective and analytical skills through critical questions, photographs and discussion points. ·
Part 3 gives real life case studies to help you understand how the theories can be practically applied in
settings to improve your own practice.
Transforming the Workforce for Children Birth Through Age 8 - National Research Council 2015-07-23
Children are already learning at birth, and they develop and learn at a rapid pace in their early years. This
provides a critical foundation for lifelong progress, and the adults who provide for the care and the
education of young children bear a great responsibility for their health, development, and learning. Despite
the fact that they share the same objective - to nurture young children and secure their future success - the
various practitioners who contribute to the care and the education of children from birth through age 8 are
not acknowledged as a workforce unified by the common knowledge and competencies needed to do their
jobs well. Transforming the Workforce for Children Birth Through Age 8 explores the science of child
development, particularly looking at implications for the professionals who work with children. This report
examines the current capacities and practices of the workforce, the settings in which they work, the
policies and infrastructure that set qualifications and provide professional learning, and the government
agencies and other funders who support and oversee these systems. This book then makes
recommendations to improve the quality of professional practice and the practice environment for care and
education professionals. These detailed recommendations create a blueprint for action that builds on a
unifying foundation of child development and early learning, shared knowledge and competencies for care
and education professionals, and principles for effective professional learning. Young children thrive and
learn best when they have secure, positive relationships with adults who are knowledgeable about how to
support their development and learning and are responsive to their individual progress. Transforming the
Workforce for Children Birth Through Age 8 offers guidance on system changes to improve the quality of
professional practice, specific actions to improve professional learning systems and workforce
development, and research to continue to build the knowledge base in ways that will directly advance and
inform future actions. The recommendations of this book provide an opportunity to improve the quality of
the care and the education that children receive, and ultimately improve outcomes for children.
From Play to Practice - Marcia L. Nell 2013
Describes play workshop experiences that give educators a deeper understanding of play-based learning
and illustrate the power of play.
Join in and Play / Participa Y Juega - Cheri J. Meiners 2019
English-Spanish bilingual edition teaches the basics of cooperation, getting along, making friends, and
being a friend. Learning how to make friends and getting along with others are not always easy to do. You
have to make an effort, and you have to know the rules--like ask before joining in, take turns, play fair, and
be a good sport. This book teaches social skills for children using the basics of cooperation, getting along,
making friends, and being a friend. A special section in both English and Spanish includes questions for
discussion and ideas for activities and games adults can use with children to reinforce the social skills being
taught. Learning to Get Along® Bilingual Editions Now children and adults can enjoy our most popular
Learning to Get Along books in English and Spanish. Children will learn, understand, and practice basic
social and emotional skills. Real-life scenarios, lots of diversity, and captivating illustrations make these
read-aloud books perfect for home and child care settings, as well as schools and special education. These
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bilingual editions provide the complete text from the original books, including discussion and activity
guides for adults, in both languages.
On the Road to Reading - Derry Gosselin Koralek 1997
Voices Are Not for Yelling - Elizabeth Verdick 2015-05-01
As parents and teachers know, yelling comes naturally to children. This friendly, encouraging book, geared
to preschool and primary children, introduces and reinforces where and when to use an “indoor voice” or
an “outdoor voice.” In classic Best Behavior style the author tells young readers, “Your voice is a powerful
tool. How you use it is up to you.” Vivid illustrations show the times and places for an indoor voice, the
ways people ask us to quiet our voices, and times when yelling might occur. “What happens if you’re mad or
frustrated or really, really excited? Your voice gets louder and LOUDER.” But yelling hurts people’s ears
and feelings. Children learn that they can quiet their voice and use their words to talk about a problem.
“Think before you yell, and use your words well!” Includes a special section for parents and caregivers with
activities and discussion starters. The Best Behavior series uses simple words and delightful full-color
illustrations to guide children to choose peaceful, positive behaviors. Select titles are available in two
versions: a durable board book for ages baby–preschool, and a longer, more in-depth paperback for ages
4–7. Kids, parents, and teachers love these award-winning books. All include helpful tips and ideas for
parents and caregivers.
Setting the Scene - Sally Featherstone 2011-01-01
This book explores the importance of the environment in the Early Yearsand its effect on learning and
emotional development. It providesexamples of excellent settings for learning as well as lots of ideasfor
organisation, planning, displays and making changes. It willinspire practitioners with its full colour photos
and practical, easyto follow activities!
Anti-Bias Education for Young Children and Ourselves - Louise Derman-Sparks 2020-04-07
Anti-bias education begins with you! Become a skilled anti-bias teacher with this practical guidance to
confronting and eliminating barriers.
Parenting Matters - National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 2016-11-21
Decades of research have demonstrated that the parent-child dyad and the environment of the
familyâ€"which includes all primary caregiversâ€"are at the foundation of children's well- being and healthy
development. From birth, children are learning and rely on parents and the other caregivers in their lives to
protect and care for them. The impact of parents may never be greater than during the earliest years of life,
when a child's brain is rapidly developing and when nearly all of her or his experiences are created and
shaped by parents and the family environment. Parents help children build and refine their knowledge and
skills, charting a trajectory for their health and well-being during childhood and beyond. The experience of
parenting also impacts parents themselves. For instance, parenting can enrich and give focus to parents'
lives; generate stress or calm; and create any number of emotions, including feelings of happiness, sadness,
fulfillment, and anger. Parenting of young children today takes place in the context of significant ongoing
developments. These include: a rapidly growing body of science on early childhood, increases in funding for
programs and services for families, changing demographics of the U.S. population, and greater diversity of
family structure. Additionally, parenting is increasingly being shaped by technology and increased access to
information about parenting. Parenting Matters identifies parenting knowledge, attitudes, and practices
associated with positive developmental outcomes in children ages 0-8; universal/preventive and targeted
strategies used in a variety of settings that have been effective with parents of young children and that
support the identified knowledge, attitudes, and practices; and barriers to and facilitators for parents' use
of practices that lead to healthy child outcomes as well as their participation in effective programs and
services. This report makes recommendations directed at an array of stakeholders, for promoting the widescale adoption of effective programs and services for parents and on areas that warrant further research to
inform policy and practice. It is meant to serve as a roadmap for the future of parenting policy, research,
and practice in the United States.
Jamie O'Rourke and the Big Potato - Tomie dePaola 1997-01-27
A hilarious read-aloud inspired by Irish folklore that’s perfect for St. Patrick’s Day, featuring colorful
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artwork in Tomie dePaola’s signature style. Jamie O'Rourke is the laziest man in all of Ireland, far too lazy
to help his wife on their farm. Then, after a chance encounter with a leprechaun, Jamie finds himself
growing the biggest potato in the world. But what will happen when the potato grows too large for Jamie
and the villagers to handle?
Learn to Play Keyboards - Steven Ashworth 2008-06-27
This book gives you all the information you need to get started on the keyboards. A series of short,
illustrated lessons build up your knowledge one step at a time. Essential aspects of keyboard technique are
covered as well as music theory - notation and harmony. Includes a CD of musical cues and songs to play
along with. Over 60,000 copies sold worldwide. This is a laid-back tutorial book aimed at building skills and
confidence quickly, and above all, making learning to play keyboards fun. The main section of this book is
made up of simple lessons. Comprenehsive chord and scale libraries will enable the reader to apply his
knowledge to any song or playing situation. A brief history of keyboards provides a background, and a
buyer's guide walks players through the myriad of contemporary electronic keyboard choices, with useful
suggestions on finding an instrument to suit your requirements. A fold-out page offers an at-a-glance key to
undetstanding musical notiation.
Play, Learning and the Early Childhood Curriculum - Elizabeth Wood 1996-05-28
This timely second edition explores recent developments which strongly endorse play as an integral part of
the curriculum.
Infants and Toddlers at Play - Mary Benson McMullen 2021-12-21
Think more intentionally about the play materials you choose and offer to preschoolers to enhance their
development and learning
Talk and Work It Out - Cheri J. Meiners, M.Ed. 2014-12-16
Clear, simple language and realistic illustrations teach children the process of peaceful conflict resolution.
Reducing Educational Disadvantage: A Strategic Approach in the Early Years - Penny Tassoni 2016-05-05
In the early years children's cognitive development is largely shaped by their home environment, but
research shows that on average, children who are entitled to free school meals start primary school with
lower scores in reading and mathematics than their peers. As an early years practitioner, you can influence
these children's learning within your setting, and help them to achieve the same levels as their more
affluent peers. That's what this book aims to do - help you to narrow the gap! This unique book shows you
how to provide a 'safety net' for children who are most at risk of underachievement. You will be taught
about the different factors that positively impact upon children's learning (including adult interaction and
literacy and mathematical experiences) and how they link to good practice within the EYFS. From tips for
creating a rich, and diverse play environment for them to enjoy, to suggestions on how to carefully guide
activities and experiences, this book will help you to establish a strong, long term education programme.
You will be amazed at the impact you will have upon these children simply by making small changes to your
practice and planning, and you might even increase your setting's chance of gaining an 'outstanding' Ofsted
grade!
Pause and Play - Phoinix Durden 2020-11-20
In this book, you will find activities to inspire young minds with the power of experimentation. The activities
are simply designed with clear graphical step by step instructions. Each activity has an accompanying
Youtube video too. No special equipment is required, only easily sourced household items. Recommended
ages: 3-7About me------------Hi! I am a mum of twins., previously a scientist. As a stay at home mother, I felt
that doing science experiments with young kids required: too much parental preparation, complicated and
expensive required items, or inaccurate instructions. I designed this book to encourage parents to play with
science activities at home. Activities that kids and parents can prepare together as part of the play.
Activities that kids and parents can do with everyday low-cost items. Activities that can be easily replicated.
I hope you enjoy it!
From Neurons to Neighborhoods - National Research Council 2000-11-13
How we raise young children is one of today's most highly personalized and sharply politicized issues, in
part because each of us can claim some level of "expertise." The debate has intensified as discoveries about
our development-in the womb and in the first months and years-have reached the popular media. How can
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we use our burgeoning knowledge to assure the well-being of all young children, for their own sake as well
as for the sake of our nation? Drawing from new findings, this book presents important conclusions about
nature-versus-nurture, the impact of being born into a working family, the effect of politics on programs for
children, the costs and benefits of intervention, and other issues. The committee issues a series of
challenges to decision makers regarding the quality of child care, issues of racial and ethnic diversity, the
integration of children's cognitive and emotional development, and more. Authoritative yet accessible, From
Neurons to Neighborhoods presents the evidence about "brain wiring" and how kids learn to speak, think,
and regulate their behavior. It examines the effect of the climate-family, child care, community-within
which the child grows.
Developmentally Appropriate Practice in Early Childhood Programs Serving Children from Birth
Through Age 8, Fourth Edition (Fully Revised and Updated) - Naeyc 2021-08
The long-awaited new edition of NAEYC's book Developmentally Appropriate Practice in Early Childhood
Programs is here, fully revised and updated! Since the first edition in 1987, it has been an essential
resource for the early childhood education field. Early childhood educators have a professional
responsibility to plan and implement intentional, developmentally appropriate learning experiences that
promote the social and emotional development, physical development and health, cognitive development,
and general learning competencies of each child served. But what is developmentally appropriate practice
(DAP)? DAP is a framework designed to promote young children's optimal learning and development
through a strengths-based approach to joyful, engaged learning. As educators make decisions to support
each child's learning and development, they consider what they know about (1) commonality in children's
development and learning, (2) each child as an individual (within the context of their family and
community), and (3) everything discernible about the social and cultural contexts for each child, each
educator, and the program as a whole. This latest edition of the book is fully revised to underscore the
critical role social and cultural contexts play in child development and learning, including new research
about implicit bias and teachers' own context and consideration of advances in neuroscience. Educators
implement developmentally appropriate practice by recognizing the many assets all young children bring to
the early learning program as individuals and as members of families and communities. They also develop
an awareness of their own context. Building on each child's strengths, educators design and implement
learning settings to help each child achieve their full potential across all domains of development and
across all content areas.
Winners Don’t Whine and Whiners Don’t Win - Julia Cook 2016-07-06
A Book About Good Sportmanship. "But I HATE losing! GEEEEZE!" Wendell HAS to win at everything, and
if he doesn't, he whines about it. When Wendell has one of those days where nothing seems to go his way,
his mom helps him understand that everything in life doesn't have to be a contest and losing does not make
you a loser. In fact, it can make you stronger! She also points out that although it feels great to celebrate a
win, winning isn't everything, and whining about things just makes it worse. "Whiners aren't winners, and
winners never whine. You can't win at everything all of the time!" This creative story addresses two very
challenging topics: winning and whining.
Share and Take Turns - Cheri J. Meiners 2003
Explains what sharing means and provides examples of different ways that two people can share what they
both want, such as taking turns, dividing things, or playing together. Includes information and extension
activities for parents or teachers.
Each and Every Child - Susan Friedman 2020-04-07
Discover how to develop and implement equitable strategies and practices that support every child in your
classroom
Teaching Music Creatively - Pamela Burnard 2013-06-07
Offering a brand new approach to teaching music in the primary classroom, Teaching Music Creatively
provides training and qualified teachers with a comprehensive understanding of how to effectively deliver a
creative music curriculum. Exploring research-informed teaching ideas, diverse practices and approaches
to music teaching, the authors offer well-tested strategies for developing children’s musical creativity,
knowledge, skills and understanding. With ground-breaking contributions from international experts in the
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field, this book presents a unique set of perspectives on music teaching. Key topics covered include:
Creative teaching, and what it means to teach creatively; Composition, listening and notation; Spontaneous
music-making; Group music and performance; The use of multimedia; Integration of music into the wider
curriculum; Musical play; Cultural diversity; Assessment and planning. Packed with practical, innovative
ideas for teaching music in a lively and creative way, together with the theory and background necessary to
develop a comprehensive understanding of creative teaching methods, Teaching Music Creatively is an
invaluable resource for undergraduate and postgraduate students in initial teacher training, practising
teachers, and undergraduate students of music and education.
Make Early Learning Standards Come Alive - Gaye Gronlund 2014-09-09
Updated curriculum planning guide reflecting the continuing evolution of early learning standards for
preschool children across the country
The Very Hungry Caterpillar - Eric Carle 2016-11-22
The all-time classic picture book, from generation to generation, sold somewhere in the world every 30
seconds! Have you shared it with a child or grandchild in your life? For the first time, Eric Carle’s The Very
Hungry Caterpillar is now available in e-book format, perfect for storytime anywhere. As an added bonus, it
includes read-aloud audio of Eric Carle reading his classic story. This fine audio production pairs perfectly
with the classic story, and it makes for a fantastic new way to encounter this famous, famished caterpillar.
Decibella and Her 6-Inch Voice - Julia Cook 2018-01-23
Isabella shouts out her every thought. She uses her loud voice so much, everyone calls her "Decibella."
Isabella soon learns the "five volumes" of voice. With patience and a little practive, she learns what volume
is appropriate for every situation.
Preschool Cutting and Pasting - Highlights Learning 2019-07-09
Preschoolers will develop important pre-writing fine-motor skills and hand-eye coordination through cutting
and pasting activities, using That's Silly(TM) puzzles, matching, and more, all in an affordable, travelfriendly pad format. Being able to cut and paste is an important step toward school readiness, and
Highlights infuses Fun with a Purpose® into this essential learning skill. Cutting and Pasting is a 64-page
full-color pad that gives preschoolers plenty of practice with scissors through interactive puzzles, cutting
lines and shapes, cutting out and assembling simple toys, and other activities that improve manual
dexterity.
Santa's Secret - Denise Brennan-Nelson 2019-08-15
Everyone knows that when Christmas rolls around Santa employs a legion of helpers to ensure the season
goes off without a hitch. But between the santas on parade, the santas at the malls, and the ones ringing
bells in front of busy department stores...one intrepid investigator wants to know exactly WHO the real
Santa is. Armed with a notebook, pencil, and a barrage of questions, can this young detective get to the
bottom of Santa's secret?
Join Us for English 3 Pupil's Book - Gunter Gerngross 2006-04-27
Join Us for English is a restructured and fully updated edition of the successful Join In. This course for
young learners provides a motivating and enjoyable way to learn English. Join Us for English has five levels
(Starter, 1, 2, 3 and 4) and includes many new topics, picture stories and songs. This revised course ties in
with Common European Framework guidelines, creating opportunities for self-assessment and portfolio
building. It includes new culture pages, 'Project Time' and writing activities from level 2 onwards, plus a
Language Portfolio for each level. 'Look!' sections in each module highlight key grammar structures. Join
Us for English is easy for the teacher to use and fun for the class. Children will love joining in the songs and
action stories with Pit and Pat the wizards, Toby the Tiger and Magic the Cat. A range of components
including videos and flashcards, provide additional activities and practice.
Serious Fun - Marie L. Masterson 2019-02-12
A practical book for teachers consisting of 10 YC and TYC articles on the importance of integrating rich
content-based, teacher-guided instruction with meaningful child-centered play to nurture children's
emerging capabilities and skills. The emphasis is on teachers' active, intentional role in children's play to
guide learning. Two sections: four general articles that discuss the topic, followed by six content-area
articles on math, literacy, drama, art, STEM, and outdoor learning. Marie wrote the introduction as well as
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for adults, and activities.
Animals Go Vroom! - Abi Cushman 2021-08-24
With a nod to Richard Scarry, this inventive picture book surprises readers with every turn of the page!
Hiss! Screech! Roar! It's a noisy day in Bumperville! But are the sounds what you think they are? That
Honk! must surely be a goose. But turn the page and it's the taxi that a goose is driving! Using cleverly
placed die-cuts, this inventive book hints at what is making the sound, but with each turn of the page, it's
an eye-opening surprise and part of an unfolding story that is part guessing game and part giggle-inducing
caper. Abi Cushman is the master of surprise and silliness in this absolutely delightful picture book.
The Story of a Pioneer - Anna Howard Shaw 1920
This autobiography follows the life of Anna Shaw (1847-1919) from her birth in Newcastle-on-Tyne,
England through her presidency of the National American Woman Suffrage Association. Shaw immigrated
with her genteel but financially pressed family to America in 1851. They settled first in New Bedford and
then in Lawrence, Massachusetts, finally migrating in 1859 to a pioneer farmstead in northern Michigan,
where Anna performed much of the subsistence labor during her father's long absences. The first part of
her narrative emphasizes her efforts to gain an education and take up a ministerial career. After two years
at Albion College, she attended Boston Theological School (1876-1878) and accepted a pastorate in East
Dennis, Cape Cod, after graduation; later she also took temporary charge of the Congregational Church in
Dennis. After her ordination had been blocked by members of the New England Conference of the
Methodist Episcopal Church opposed to ordaining women, Shaw was ordained by the 1880 Conference of
the Methodist Protestant Church in Tarrytown, N.Y.
Play = Learning - Dorothy Singer 2006-08-24
In Play=Learning, top experts in child development and learning contend that in over-emphasizing
academic achievement, our culture has forgotten about the importance of play for children's development.
The Learning to Get Along Series Interactive Software - Cheri J. Meiners 2008-02-01
Praised by parents, embraced by educators, our complete Learning to Get Along series is now available in
one kid-friendly software package (for Windows only). Teachers can choose which books to make available
to each child, manage audio features, and track students’ progress. Children follow along or read on their
own, using a special highlight feature to click and hear word definitions. A sequence of questions follows
each book; test results are stored for teacher review in individual student files. Designed for classroom use,
yet equally useful at home. User’s Guide included. Developed in association with Attainment Company.

other material. Note: This book will not be part of the Spotlight series; articles will appear as chapters in a
book (along the lines of Big Questions, with chapters from different authors but having a cohesive look).
Cat Kid Comic Club 01 - Dav Pilkey 2021-12
Li'l Petey, Flippy, and Molly introduce twenty-one rambunctious, funny, and talented baby frogs to the art
of comic making. As the story unwinds with mishaps and hilarity, readers get to see the progress, mistakes,
and improvements that come with practice and persistence.
Everybunny Dance! - Ellie Sandall 2017-01-31
Bunnies dance, play, sing, and make a new friend in this delightful picture book from the author of Follow
Me!, which School Library Journal called “a winsome selection suitable for storytime.” Nobody is watching.
Now’s the perfect chance. Ready bunny, Steady bunny, EVERYBUNNY DANCE! Thus begins a whimsical
celebration of movement, which will have children jumping out of their seats to dance, play, and sing with
these cheerful bunnies—and one not-so-scary fox. Everybunny is invited to join together in this joyous
display of playful creativity.
Learning How to Learn - Barbara Oakley, PhD 2018-08-07
A surprisingly simple way for students to master any subject--based on one of the world's most popular
online courses and the bestselling book A Mind for Numbers A Mind for Numbers and its wildly popular
online companion course "Learning How to Learn" have empowered more than two million learners of all
ages from around the world to master subjects that they once struggled with. Fans often wish they'd
discovered these learning strategies earlier and ask how they can help their kids master these skills as well.
Now in this new book for kids and teens, the authors reveal how to make the most of time spent studying.
We all have the tools to learn what might not seem to come naturally to us at first--the secret is to
understand how the brain works so we can unlock its power. This book explains: • Why sometimes letting
your mind wander is an important part of the learning process • How to avoid "rut think" in order to think
outside the box • Why having a poor memory can be a good thing • The value of metaphors in developing
understanding • A simple, yet powerful, way to stop procrastinating Filled with illustrations, application
questions, and exercises, this book makes learning easy and fun.
Listen and Learn - Cheri J. Meiners 2003-03-15
Knowing how to listen is essential to learning, growing, and getting along with others. Simple words and
inviting illustrations help children develop skills for listening, understand why it’s important to listen, and
recognize the positive results of listening. Includes a note to teachers and parents, additional information
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